Sky Wall Gen II

Step 1: Install bottom Ledgers at desired
height from floor. Screw ledgers to the
wall side by side, and ensure they are
level.
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Step 2: Install top ledgers at height between 1st and 2nd pre-installed sliders on
aluminum extrusions. Screw ledgers to
the wall side by side and ensure they are
level.

Step 3: Install top, middle, and bottom
braces into plastic sliders (pre-installed)
into side channels of aluminum extrusions. Install Shelf locks above braces to
lock them to the aluminum extrusion.

Step 4: Instal 1st. mini ledger flush to

Step 5: Hang 1st completed section on to

Step 6: Slide the mini ledger attached to

bottom of aluminum extrusion and
tighten. Install 2nd mini ledger onto top of
extrusion but do not tighten completely.

bottom ledger first, making sure the bottom of the extrusion is sitting on the lip of
the ledger. The top of the mini ledger
hooks on to the top lip of the ledger.

the top of the aluminum extrusion so that
it hooks on to the lip of the top ledger.
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Step 7: Remove 1st section from the wall
and tighten screws on top mini ledger to
the extrusion. Measure position of top and
bottom mini ledgers on aluminum extrusion, and install top and bottom mini ledgers on remainder of extrusions.
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Step 8: Once mini ledgers are tightened,
re-install first section onto ledgers, and
screw shelf locks into spring bolts pre
installed into side channels of extrusions.

Step 10: Attach next aluminum extrusion

Step 10 Repeat process until Sky Wall is

to braces, and screw in shelf locks to extrusion.

complete

Step 9: Install top, middle, and bottom
braces on to 1 st section now mounted to
the wall, along with shelf locks to lock braces
into position.
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